
LexisNexis® offers more expert witness 
resources than any other provider to  
help you sharpen your case strategy 
with confidence and drive more 
favorable outcomes!
 
You know the outcome of a case can ride on an expert’s 
credibility … or lack thereof. That’s why you must uncover 
the strengths and weaknesses of any expert involved in 
your case. To help ensure that your expert witness research 
is as thorough and as accurate as possible and that you 
don’t waste time doing it, LexisNexis® provides access to 
the largest, most comprehensive collection of published 
and unpublished expert witness information and tools 
available anywhere. 

It’s faster and easier than ever to:
 ■  Find an expert

 ■  Learn about an expert’s background  
and credentials

 ■  Uncover challenges to exclude, disciplinary 
actions, or other damaging information

It’s not just more …  
It’s more of what matters most.
Achieve better case outcomes with more essential 
published and unpublished expert witness content  
and more tools—all from one provider—along with the 
unsurpassed customer support you’ve come to expect.  
In today’s tough legal market, give yourself a competitive 
edge. Count on the LexisNexis services.

Turn the page for more details on what we have to offer ...

Improve Case Outcomes  
by Improving Your  
Expert Witness Research

Litigation Solutions

See How LexisNexis® 
Resources Compare

LexisNexis:

West:

99,000 —Full Text (Plus Additional Excerpted)

95,107—But Not All Are Full Text

Largest, most comprehensive collection 
of Verdicts & Settlements

Transcripts & Depositions

LexisNexis:                     West:YES NO

LexisNexis:                     West:YES NO

A service option in which research staff 
does the searching for you

Comparison data based on information available as of May 2010.



Litigation Solutions

Need to find an expert?
A search in the Martindale-Hubbell Experts & Services 
database can help you locate an expert quickly and easily, 
by specialty or location. Go to experts.martindale.com and 
search through more than 150,000 expert profiles to find 
the right expert for your matter.

LexisNexis Full-Service Expert Witness  
Search powered by IDEX
Maybe you’re struggling with lack of resources.  
Or you’re experiencing time constraints. Then again, 
perhaps there’s just a lack of familiarity with expert 
witness research. If you want to have someone do  
the research for you, just submit a request for 
information to IDEX by phone, fax, or online form.

Research staff will retrieve relevant information  
and send you a concise report—electronic or print—in 
two or three business days. Materials include testimonial 
history, depositions, transcripts, CVs, license discipline 
information, challenges, and articles naming or written 
by the expert.

The staff at IDEX review all this information carefully 
to identify each expert properly. They identify name 
variations and misspellings and correct them before 
adding documents to the database. This helps you 
uncover critical information that could make or break 
your case. Other vendors don’t take this extra step.
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For comprehensive expert witness  
research, we offer:
 Content

 ■ Verdicts and Settlements

 ■ Testimonial Transcripts and Depositions

 ■ Expert Résumés and Curricula Vitae

 ■ Docket Summaries

 ■ Briefs, Pleadings, and Motions

 ■ Case Law

 ■ News and Business Information

 ■ Public Records

 ■ Elsevier Journals

 ■ Mealey’s™ Daubert Report

 ■ Daubert Tracker Case Reports

 ■ Patents

 Products
 ■ CourtLink® Single Search

 ■ Expert Analyzer

 ■ SmartLinx®

 ■  Martindale-Hubbell® Experts & Services 
Directory

 Services
 ■  LexisNexis® Full-Service Expert Witness 

Search powered by IDEX®

 ■ LexisNexis® Alerts

 ■ CourtLink® Tracks

 Task-Based Research Platform
 ■ LexisNexis® Total Litigator

All these materials and tools, all from LexisNexis ...  
and no one else!

LexisNexis is the place for unrivaled  
expert witness resources
Have an expert’s name? You can start with expert résumés or 
expert directories. Move to Daubert Tracker to find challenges. 
Move on to testimonial transcripts. Then to verdicts and 
settlements. Review articles mentioning the expert or those 
written by the expert. Check opinions and dockets. With all 
this and more, get a comprehensive picture and plan your 
case strategy with confidence. You’ll be better prepared to 
determine which expert to use and to mitigate the testimony 
of your opponent’s expert. In other words, you’ll get  
better results.

For more information about any of our 
expert witness offerings, please visit 
lexisnexis.com/experts, contact your LexisNexis 
account representative or call 1.800.543.6862.


